
OPENING:

In a large warehouse in an extremely undesirable side of town , two souls engaged in banter which might 
be more in keeping with the delusions streaming forth from some God forsaken souls locked in the limbo 
of a state sponsored facility for the criminally insane…however, we recorded and transcribed this insane 
exchange because many times the most exquisite truths emanate from the mouths of psychopaths. In 
fact, anyone who thinks outside the box is in fact a psychopath. Read Chris Hyatt’s “Psychopath’s Bible” 
to get an idea of just how badly that word has been commandeered and abused.

Sinn Blayme: OK, let me get this straight. Now that we’re virtually ready to hack on through to the other-
side , your contention is that you enter an egg and exit …an "onion"? What is that suppose to mean ?

DW Cooper: Well …kinda…but not exactly. All I’m saying is that the entry/exit level to a hyper-dimension 
may resonate more to the shape of a multi-layered , nested "Onion" type sphere…with various levels 
virtual until extraction of said travelers occurs. What I am attempting is… building

upon the rather simplistic Egg scenario and giving it more dimensional possibilities to interface with.

SB: It would have been nice to have this info and or speculation incorporated into the original plans, at 
least nearer to the start than , now ,…which means fuck-all to you, cause you ain’t the nuts and bolts guy. 
You don’t have to re-weld actual mass do you ? All you gotta do is change your mind and I gotta sweat 
my ass off in the shop! Is this what you’ve inferred from those books by Pawlik? Is this his ‘problem child 
"we’re dealing with now ?

DW: Not just Pawliki …other basic books that suggest that our existence is probably a cross section of at 
least six to eleven other dimensions. Yes, Pawliki’s books were the first to alert me to the possibility that 
there’s much more to the picture than was previously considered.

SB: OK…I’ve calmed down now ! I’m going to need some time to fit this new data together with Tesla’s 
harmonics and Bearden’s scalar projections and soliton interfeed capacitors. I mean do you realize that 
with this new schematic, you are projecting or should I say, imagining what type of difficulty this may give 
us in phase–shifting to the multivariable points in this geometric configuration ?

DW: That’s a given …but one the equations are rectified think of how much more stability the navigation 
system will have in reference to "lockable" dimensional ports to say nothing of the tendency not to roll 
over in the hyper arena, landing us in java2 with our yolks…broke…now all we have to consider is proper 
circuitry alignment so’s we don’t end up a platter of deep fried onions…ha-ha!

SB: Right. Wouldn’t be so funny if you’re the onion rings. Yuk! Now if you’ll excuse me I must "ketchup " 
with my work…nuyk…nuyk…nuyk..!

Run that other thing by me. What is this "egg reality behind the reality" thing you’ve been hinting at since 
day one ?

DW: It’s more about the actual reality , that is suggested by what lies behind the dimensions that are 
limited …that we can access , or allowed to access...should I say, by the "egg’ shape…but unlimited by 
the "onion" shape…it’s the difference between limited rooms in a dwelling and access to the whole 
house , so to speak .. I’ve harbored some misgivings and always been cautiously suspicious that those 
unknowns , who "fed " us the original Incunabula Papers and Ong’s Hat related materials , were moving 
us as researchers into a corridor of very limited accessibility as far as incursion into the Parallel Realm of 
multi-world exploration is concerned . Some of the disinformation was meant to lead to speculative 
discord and later nuts and bolts failure ..if carried out without conscious deliberation at every step of the 
"path". What I’m getting at here ..is that there may be certain information and or dots , that we connect in 
the original catalog , that could act as a shut-down loop…by mental interaction with falsely crafted 
frameworks of reference , I’ll elaborate. Ok …let us say the Egg is all "lubed" up…ready to go…but the 
mental feedback is not reaching a needed Theta or Alpha harmonic due to improper mental 



programming…end result ?…There’s no Escape From Earth Prime !

Now with the "onion" scenario there are more divergent chances that even at a lower threshold 
accompanying feedback from a multitude of coexistent realities we are attempting to hack …combined 
with a greater lattice of what Bearden and John Keel calls “magic windows” which are actually weak 
opportunable frequencies that the traveler(s)will be accorded a lower "flashpoint" for an acceleration …
simply by the ability to cross-platform with other Multi-Worlds, which are carrying on the same endeavors 
as we are here, at the same time...kind of hands on Quantum Computing at the Macro-level as opposed 
to the Quantum Foam Planck Constant level it is so often engaged in.

SB: The trouble is, you’re building on assumptions which is hardly scientific behavior to say the least!

DW: Agreed …but may I suggest that you re-read the very opening ..especially the second to last line…of
the Incunabula Catalog… once more it’s obvious that you are not doing your homework…that is 
considering what you haven’t considered. It states in essence , that you found your way to the papers in 
question by, and I quote, "through pirate computer networks or even through pure synchronicity and the 
pursuit of dreams "….. my interpretation is it means by synchronistic occurrence cross referenced with a 
cup of waking reality and dreams …lotsa dreams mix together with however many grains of salt and when
solidified as matter drill the holes and put the nuts and bolts in accordingly.

Here’s another basic problem people go on and on about, an over active imagination. They say things 
like, " it’s just your imagination " and so on, but what is imagination ? It’s simply an image, which has to be
put into action ..or an idea...put into action i.e. the action of the image which should be a cross section of 
all those things in the opening of the catalog…it’s a series of steps in the subsequent invention of a 
device.

First the imagery …then the idea or rough outline of the components and inter-working … the equations 
to supplement the engineering require for said project and then you cut and fold mass to it’s proper 
relationship and ..Voila !!…what’s that ?? a new toy new product…all from that much demeaned , 
"imagination" the would be skeptics play down. They don’t have, never had, a fucking clue !!!!

Back again to the opening …I think or I imagine it is pointing to a synergistic combination of intuition, 
synchronicity and dreams and your everyday logic capabilities …now in order to go beyond…we have to 
get beyond "normal” scientific inquiry into the realm of meta logic or at least attempt to crack its digital 
fortress.

Look at it this way something is amiss with our everyday logic patterns…there’s a lot tossed out with the 
bath water, so to speak. I again point to two commonly accepted theories…please tell me there’s no 
interplay here: 90 % of the universe is undetected and referred to as Dark Matter we as a species use at 
the most only 10 % of our mental capacity. If we were using 15 % of our brains …dark matter then would 
probably only roughly speaking account for 85 % of the unknown or those things that don’t register on a 
meter…that 90 % pretty much makes me wonder why there’s not more things going bump in the night .

Now if you correlate those above two interlaced items…you just might stumble onto this...there is a great 
probability that reality as we know it is just a series of strobing data or info blurbs with almost no interplay 
of a cohesive nature…except by our mind which fills in the blanks between strobes using it’s faulty 
inherent preconceived antiquated logic system…I see us much as the Malcolm McDonald character in" A 
Clockwork Orange" sitting drooling in a chair in hyperspace ...immersed in a sensual swamp trying to 
imagine what we are involved in interrelating with a stream of non analog suggestions correlated by our 
brain in serial time somewhat in unison and incorporated into some semblance of unity or structure which 
the seer now deems reality.

SB: You are just compounding what I emphasized earlier in our discussion re; the inter-workings of a 
digital reality based nature or super consciousness attempting through imagery and metaphor to be 
interpreted correctly ..by the analog mind.



Now the closest we’ve come to actual interlock with this Digital arena may be through synchronistic 
experiences and dream logs or divination like the Tarot or more suited perhaps the I-Ching and it’s 64 
hexagrams..

DW : My take on the Super Conscious or as I call it Meta-Logic is that the information to solve problems is
there …but it is necessary to set up a compatible translation device for assimilation into our minds which 
normally only function in analog.

It’s kind of like trying to hack into a system without a modem on this side which is comparable to the 
modem on the side we are trying to access…hell beyond that simple scenario , we have to figure how to 
interpret the digital data , in analog without using metaphor analogy or some other linguistic or semantic 
device…what we want is the data .."straight –up" and if it blows the doors of existing perception 
paradigms off…so be it !

SB: Wait …you’re getting much too emotional in your present mind-fever state as to entering this digital 
realm…my analog restricted friend….heh-heh-heh. Sorry had to say that ! Now listen up. If we shatter the 
blinders of our archaic paradigm and blow off the perception filters we normally use we could risk damage
to our carbon housing central nervous system or render future logic learning curves useless. In other 
words system overblown host not responding all circuits fried type of pop-up message …except the host 
won’t know …’cause the host can’t think anymore or function. Get it ?

Consider this instead. We do everything in our ability to set up a digital downlink in a mental base format 
for this doppelganger a fail safe mechanism built into elevate overload both individual and societal and 
have this ‘Bot’ as a go-between to buffer and explain ! If it’s designed correctly it should have a perfect 
digital interface ..and be able to cross reference and postulate your "Onion" schema beyond the "Egg" 
and possibly to beyond the onion to something not unlike Tesseracts or a Hypercube.

DW: Point taken…sometimes my passion for this project locks out my logic system!

The ‘Bot or replicant is a useful idea…but maybe still 10 or 15 years away in prototype …we could start 
now with that rather large Beowulf that you have access to and try to at least get the preliminaries of this 
contraption laid down. Inter-feeding ie; set up an interface with the Askahic records or books existing in 
the astral realm , using various arcane frequencies and methodology suggested in tucked away hermetic 
texts and obscure scientific journals.

SB: Kinda like the next stage of the MetaMachine scenario, huh? I mean, I think that’s what madman 
Matheny was up to, or attempting, right? Ok…I have three Beowulfs that are sequestered in a defunct 
section of a company that went belly up in early 2001 …Now I will have to take time and sync the three 
using a rotating two as base and the odd man out as a verifier of the other twos workings and or logic 
interplay.

I’m gonna do a PPT now…once I’m in we will start scanning and OCRing everything in …get the British 
Museum curator on the line and bring me all those old texts and scrolls ..and don’t forget the Particle 
Properties Handbook …the Table of Elements ..The Mayan Calendar any thing John Dee ever wrote all 
The works of Bacon …both Bacons..the friar and Francis…And a B.LT while you’re at it as I ‘m hungry as 
hell ! Oh Yeah …see if you can get exact copies of the Nag Hammadi material…no…not in Aramaic !

-------------
Later That Year Analog Time
-------------------------------------------

SB: In the main room ..right off the Beowulfs ..I hooked up a video system with two cameras at either end 
of the room. Now get this all four are monitoring some sort of disturbance which looks like miniature 
lightning bolts !? What is up with that ? I’ve torn apart and replaced every monitor in this room to no avail. 
Every one is still recording the same disruption



taking place.

DW: Don’t worry…I’ve assumed all along that something of this nature would occur.

I think it’s the "product" of what we entered into the system manifesting itself, or attempting to, as an 
electrical charge. Do you have any idea …just what we may be first witnesses to ?

SB: The frying of all circuitry in that room? I hope not ! Tell me what you think it is.

DW: Sometimes a particle charge is first evidence of an ontological orthorotation of data from another 
dimension…first step in the inception of electrons from another realm or lab frame…we are witness to the 
mystery of first cause…the prime function of everything scientific and possibly the answer to the 
puzzle ..how come photons have no charge but particles do ?

The next step is the electrons being gravitationally "trapped” as matter or formulation of mass.

We are probably the first sentient beings to witness this post ice age. That is the actual formulation of the 
manifolds of the Torus.

It’s almost fini …that is once we workout the equations behind this phenomena...after it all plays out...all 
we have to do then is "Catch the Wave" of the turning into this dimension and ride our onion shaped 
surfboard into the next world …now the turning should be calculable using the square root of minus one 
…

    * SURFS UP~
    * CATCH THE WAVE~


